Literacy
Fact files: Dinosaur fact files
and research to start our topic
and create a foundation of
knowledge. (PB)
Fiction: We will be reading
Gigantosaurus, innovating the
story and creating our own. (GJ)
Shape Poetry: use descriptive
language to create dinosaur Shape
poems. (PB)

Music

Art / DT

We will be composing our
own Dinosaur songs to
describe sounds that they
may have made or heard.

Water colour painting. We will
be painting our own dinosaurs
and creating new names for
them.

We will use a variety of
instruments to experiment
with beat, rhythm and
tempo.

RE

Fossils. Using clay and painting
we will be making dinosaur
fossils.

What makes me special and who is
special to me?
How do we make other people feel
special?
Who is Jesus and why is he
special to Christians?

Maths

SATs preparation; we will be
doing weekly grammar sessions
and BIG WRITES to focus on and
improve grammar. (PB and GJ)

The land before time

Measure, length and height (GJ)
Position and direction (PK)

Science

Problem solving (GJ)

How do we know dinosaurs
existed?

Ravenclaw
Summer 1
Mrs Jusic/ Mrs Bushall

We will be looking at
different dinosaurs, their
features and what they ate
(carnivores and herbivores).
We will be looking at the
different time periods;
Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous.
We will be thinking about
how dinosaurs defended
themselves.

PE
Rounder’s: basic skills of
pitching and fielding.
Cricket: quick cricket skills
and game rules.

SATs preparation; mental
arithmetic and reasoning (PK and
GJ)

PSHE
We are going to think about
‘extinction’ and which animals are
close to becoming extinct. We are
going to think about how we can help
protect endangered animals to
prevent them from becoming
extinct.

Geography/History
Map where dinosaurs have
been found around the
word.
Create a timeline to show
the extinction of dinosaurs
and the birth of humans.

